6. Goal Scoring Skills
6.1 The Push

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Grip:




Space between hands is two adult fists
Grip the stick with both the left hand and right hand
Double V-grip

Body Position:



At the starting position the feet will be together. The weight will mainly rest on the right (back) foot
The imaginary line from the back to the front foot (also shoulders) will determine the direction of the
pass

Ball Position:


The ball lies between both feet with the ball closer to the left foot

Action:





Give a step with the left foot towards the direction of play. With this step you will transfer your
body weight
The push is a push motion with the left- and right hand
Keep the ball on the stick for as long as possible
After you have played the ball the hook of the stick will point up
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6.2 The Bunt

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Grip:




Space between hands is two adult fists
Grip the stick with both the left hand and right hand
Double V-grip

Body Position:




At the starting position the feet will be together. The weight will mainly rest on the right (back) foot
The imaginary line from the back to the front foot (also shoulders) will determine the direction of the
pass

Ball Position:

The ball lies next to the middle of the left front foot
Action:



Give a step with the left foot towards the direction of play. With this step you will transfer your
body weight
Before the connecting of the ball the stick will glide over the ground
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6.3 The Hit

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Grip:




Both hands are placed together at the top of the stick
Grip the stick with both the left hand and right hand
Double V-grip

Body Position:




At the starting position the feet will be together. The weight will mainly rest on the right (back) foot
The imaginary line from the back to the front foot (also shoulders) will determine the direction of the
hit

Ball Position:


The ball lies in line with the left (front) foot (see drawing)

Action:





The hit is one movement, where the back and forward swing forms a half circle shape
The moment that the stick touches the ball, the stick face is pointing towards the direction of play
The hook of the stick tips upwards at the start of the downward swing and the end of the upward
swing
The left knee is bent on ball contact
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6.4 The Short Grip Hit

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
Grip:




Both hands are placed together at the middle of the grip of the stick
Grip the stick with both the left hand and right hand
Double V-grip

Body Position:





At the starting position the feet will be together. The weight will mainly rest on the right (back) foot
The imaginary line from the back to the front foot (also shoulders) will determine the direction of the
hit
The movement before the hit is smaller than the normal hit

Ball Position:


It lies in line with the left foot

Action:





The hit is one movement, where the back- and forward swing forms a half circle shape
To make the short grip hit more powerful, start the action with the lift of the right elbow (photo 2)
The moment that the stick touches the ball, the stick face is pointing towards the direction of play
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6.5 Deflections (Front Stick)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Grip:

The stick is held at the top in the left hand
Body Position:




The stick is placed flat on the ground just before ball contact (photo3); this provides a bigger surface
area to make contact
The stick is directed towards the far goal post
Left foot will be in front

Action:




The player’s movement must be in the line of the ball so that he is in the right line to deflect the ball
in
The flight of the deflected ball depends on the angle of the stick face. (open = high, closed = low
deflection)
The front stick deflection can also be done with an upright stick, but this makes the contact point
smaller. (more difficult technique)
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6.6 Deflections (Reverse Stick)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Grip:

The stick is held at the top in the left hand, but is turned so that the hook of the stick is pointing
towards the ground (photo 4)

Body Position:




The stick is placed flat on the ground just prior to ball contact (photo3), this provides a bigger
surface area to make contact
The stick is directed towards the far post
Left foot is in front

Action:




The player’s movement must be in the line of the ball so that he is in the right line to deflect the ball
in
The flight of the ball depends on the angle of the stick face. (open = high, closed = low deflection)
The reverse stick deflection can also be done with an upright stick, but this makes the contact point
smaller. (more difficult technique)
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6.7 Slap

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5A.

6.

7.

Grip:

 The hands are placed together at the top of the stick

Body Position:

 The imaginary line from shoulder to shoulders determines the direction of the pass
 The right knee is bent low
 The hands brush past the left foot (photo 5A)

Ball Position:

 The ball position on contact is about a stick length away from the left foot (photo 5a)

Action:

 The slap shot is one movement, where the back- and forward swing forms a flat circular shape
 The hook of the stick points upwards during execution of the skill
 Ball contact is made with the bottom section of the shaft
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6.8 Lunge Hit

1

2

3

4

5

6

Grip:


The stick is held in the left hand and is turned open (photo 3)

Body Position:


The left arm is stretched in the direction of the ball.

Ball Position:


The ball is connected far ahead of the left foot (photo 4)

Action:





Before the defender can get to the ball, a big step is given towards the ball
During this step the hitting action is prepared and the stick is swung back (photo 2)
The hitting action is initiated by the left wrist
The stick is twisted open as a result of which the ball is lifted over the stick of the opponent.
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6.9 Chip Shot

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Grip:




Both hands are placed together at the top of the stick
The right hand is slightly relaxed
Double V-grip

Body Position:


The feet start together with the weight on the right foot (back foot) for most of the movement

Ball Position:


The ball is positioned ahead of the left foot

Action:



Both the front and back swing are a smooth wrist action
At contact the stick face is twisted open with the stick swinging through under the ball
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6.10

Reverse Flick

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Grip:

 The right hand is dropped to 2/3 of the way down the stick
 Grip the stick with both the left and right hand. The right hand is slightly relaxed
 Double V-grip

Body Position:

 The stick is rotated with the left hand to the reverse side
 With an explosive movement the ball is flicked reverse stick towards the goal

Ball Position:

 The ball gets played from the front right foot (photo 4)

Action:

 The ball is played into the air with a reverse scooping movement (upward movement of the right hand)
 The back lift is short (20 centimetres)
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6.11

Flat Reverse Hit

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5A.

6.

6A

Grip:

 Both hands are placed together at the top of the stick
 The flat side of the stick is turned upwards (pancake grip)

Body Position:
 The imaginary line between the back to the front foot (also the shoulders) determines the direction of the
pass

 The knee is bent low at the moment of contact
 The hands are low and inline with the right foot (photo 5)
Ball Position:

 The ball is a stick length away from the right foot at the moment of contact (photo 5a)

Action:

 The action is one movement, with the back and forward swing forming a flat circular shape
 The ball makes contact on the inside of the shaft just above the hook
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6.12

Chop Hit

1

2

3

4

5

6

Grip:

 Both hands are placed together at the top of the stick
 Grip the stick with both the left and right hand. The right hand is slightly more relaxed
 Double V-grip

Body Position:



Feet are directed towards the goal box
The wrists are at hip height behind the body and above the ball

Ball Position:


The ball is behind the right foot (back of stance)

Action:




The back swing is from top downwards (hit on the top of the ball)
The ball gets hit with an angel of 45 degrees to the ground (see drawing)
There is no follow through after the ball is hit
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6.13

Scoring from the Bouncing Ball

1

2

3

4

5

6

Grip:



Hands are apart, with the right hands approximately halfway down the stick
The left hand is above the right hand and the stick is almost vertical

Body Position:




Shoulders are perpendicular in the line of the ball
The stick is approximately at abdominal height
Left foot is ahead

Ball Position:


The ball is connected ahead of the body

Action:


The ball is played by a quick forward action of the right arm towards the ball
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6.14

Bounce the Ball over the Goalkeeper

1

2

3

4

Grip:


Hands are apart, with the right hands approximately halfway down the stick

Body Position:



The stick is horizontal at chest height
Shoulders stand perpendicular in the line of the ball

Ball Position:


Contact is made ahead of the body

Action:


The ball is played by a quick forward action of both arms at chest height, the ball changes direction
towards the goal box
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